EULA (End User License Agreement)
Your Agreement to This License
Before you buy, install, and distribute the software, you must read below-given terms and
conditions as long as you don’t have a different license agreement signed by Zaplogix.
If you are not satisfied with the terms and conditions then don’t copy, distribute, and install or
use any copy of the software with which this License is associated.
The terms and conditions of this License demonstrate the authorized use and users of each
Licensed Copy of software. You are only allowed to use a single Licensed Copy of software
if you carry a single-copy of license. However, if you opt for multi-user license then you are
allowed to use up to a number of Licensed Copies of OST viewer tool or it can be said
number of copies stated in the documents which are issued by Zaplogix.
Scope of License
The license granted under the agreement is not for concurrent use. When it is issued for a
single person, then only the user or you are authorized by the agreement to use. Multiple
users can use the OST Recovery software one-by-one (one at a time) but not simultaneously
installed on a particular workstation.
The license is not to be used by multiple users at a time if it is subjected to a single person.
Multiple users in your organization may use Zaplogix OST viewer software one by one but
not concurrently.
All the rights of Zaplogix OST viewer tool, which is not depicted in the license, are held in
reserve by and to the Zaplogix. As per the agreement, you are not allowed modify, translate,
lease,

reverse

engineer,

rent,

disassemble,

decompile,

or

create

any

sort

of

derivative/secondary works on this software. You cannot even let someone do any of the
above-mentioned no admissible actions. You are neither permitted to access Zaplogix OST
viewer software as available to the others in connection with a service provider to any
application, a service bureau or businesses of similar niche.

Liability Limitations and Warranty Disclaimers
Going along Zaplogix OST viewer software or a file or data or materials do not come under
any warranty either directly or indirectly. There is no warrant for the recovered data quality.
According to the agreement you assure that processing data in the best quality, the program
inclusive of the software will need a comprehensive testing with the not so critical data
before having any reliance/dependence on it.
If you are taking the risk of using the copies of the software authorized by the license then it
is completely your call. License terms and conditions include warranty disclaimer, which is
the most significant part of it. Zaplogix recommends you and people around you do not use
this OST Viewer software in systems where software failure can result in any loss of life or
notable physical injury. If you are doing it then it is entirely up to you. Hereby Zaplogix is
not responsible for the loss of life and damage.
General
This license is inclusive proclamation between the parties on the subject matter. It merges
and supplants with any of the prior purchase orders, agreements, understandings, and
arrangements on the issue. This License will be administered by the laws of the New State of
Delhi. Under the license, you are in agreement that the exclusive location and authority
relating to any disagreement between the parties to this license is in the courts.
Under this license terms and conditions, Zaplogix is not answerable to any third-party for any
promise, representation, or obligation. In the present or future, any contravention of the
provisions of the license by you will not be considered as a waiver by Zaplogix. The
company will not take any responsibility in such cases of violation by you.

